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                                  25mg - 3hrs -                                             20mg  faster - perhaps a
                                  suddenly up - 3hr plateau,                      less potent response 
        on Webb 1/27/79                indefinite recovery - in                           than psilocin
  plateau 15-20min lasts 5-6hrs                           daylight ≡  LSD. (T.K.)                                   20mg  less effective than
       2x psilocin                                                          diethyl-won't bother
                                                                       with the N-Bro
                        N-Alkyl tryptamines                        20mg  rapid onset ~1/2hr.
                                                                       abrupt termination
          Accd: Mark -late 1972.                                     at 2hrs. most
                                                                       pleasant.
                                                                                                                   20mg > psilocin        
                                                                                                                          all ex Webb- 1977
          S.l.B           
                                                 active at  2mg (?) smoked.

          S.l.B                                  active at  <10mg smoked, pleasant

          S.l.B                                  active at (?) 5mg   ORALLY.
                                                    see 416
                                                              other notes 417

       Chronology on 5-methoxy-N,N-disopropyltryptamine       See page 176

 +++   ATS - Sept 1975 - 6.0 mg at 9:30AM=[0:00] distinct (and unpleasant) taste.

   [0:16] maybe some muscle ataxia?
   [0:20] real effects - so soon! - most pleasant
   [0:25] radio discusses Ford & Fun (Fund?) raisers-and that's the news! Ej-wild.
   [0:42] extremely strange - can't put name to it - into garden - pull weeds with
          great significance to each weed- MS-cat joins me. understands-back to lab
   [1:15] at lab-the radio goes on - profound, fund, fun, profun, profane, refrain
   [1:30] I have found the name of the action - LSD! - there goes my no-cal
          martini. maybe [with] another alkyl chain on the N. out for mail -
          weird people at entrance - car has stereo going with Sitar music?? - it
          sounds that way - tempted to go on around up hill, but scared of highway
          it's a long long way from parking spot to mail box.
   [1:55] back to lab. - time experiment (try to slow clock -> success & radio��
          pitch drops as well. Ineffective in trip on radio. Clock 2nd time OK
   [2:00] by 2 - ok - surprisingly enjoying the state - would hate to have to
          attend to anything serious or logical.
   [2:40] time moves quite properly now
   [2:45] rapidly coming out - and all is OK. It is only 12:15 - quite a
          morning. All that within 3hrs! +++

 +    ATS Nov 5, 1976 4.0mg at 1:00PM=[0:00] to check threshold. [0:35] sl. aware-
          never more than threshold [2:00] clear

          continue p.218


